




• A method is introduced to quantify
the effects of mixing on age of air
• Mixing mostly leads to additional
aging of air, due to recirculation
• The mixing strength is tightly coupled
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Abstract Mean age of air (AoA) measures the mean transit time of air parcels along the Brewer-Dobson
circulation (BDC) starting from their entry into the stratosphere. AoA is determined both by transport along
the residual circulation and by two-way mass exchange (mixing). The relative roles of residual circulation
transport and two-way mixing for AoA, and for projected AoA changes are not well understood. Here effects
of mixing on AoA are quantified by contrasting AoA with the transit time of hypothetical transport solely by
the residual circulation. Based on climate model simulations, we find additional aging by mixing throughout
most of the lower stratosphere, except in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere where mixing reduces
AoA. We use a simple Lagrangian model to reconstruct the distribution of AoA in the GCM and to illustrate
the effects of mixing at different locations in the stratosphere. Predicted future reduction in AoA associated
with an intensified BDC is equally due to faster transport along the residual circulation as well as reduced
aging by mixing. A tropical leaky pipe model is used to derive a mixing efficiency, measured by the ratio of
the two-way mixing mass flux and the net (residual) mass flux across the subtropical boundary. The mixing
efficiency remains close to constant in a future climate, suggesting that the strength of two-way mixing is
tightly coupled to the strength of the residual circulation in the lower stratosphere. This implies that mixing
generally amplifies changes in AoA due to uniform changes in the residual circulation.
1. Introduction
A clear conceptual picture of the stratospheric transport circulation, the Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC),
has evolved over the last decades (reviewed in, e.g., Butchart [2014], Plumb [2002], and Shepherd [2007]). The
zonal mean part of this transport circulation can be characterized by mean mass flux as given by the resid-
ual mean meridional circulation (residual circulation hereafter; see section 2.2), and by two-way exchange
of air masses. The residual circulation consists of upwelling in the tropics, poleward transport and down-
welling in middle to high latitudes, as illustrated in Figure 1 (black arrows). Strong two-way mass exchange
is caused by breaking planetary waves, leading to strong quasi-horizontal stirring, displacing air masses
over thousands of kilometers [McIntyre and Palmer, 1984]. Turbulent mixing toward smaller scales and
eventually molecular diffusion results in the irreversibility of the displacement of air. The two-way mass
exchange resulting from the entire cascade from stirring by planetary waves to turbulent mixing is referred
to as “(two-way) mixing” in the context of this work [see also Shuckburgh and Haynes, 2003; Plumb, 2002].
Enhanced wave breaking leads to strong two-way mixing in the extratropical surf zone [McIntyre and Palmer,
1984], illustrated by blue arrows in Figure 1. While the tropics are generally well isolated from the extratrop-
ics by the subtropical barrier [e.g., Trepte and Hitchman, 1992], two-way mixing across this barrier can occur,
for example, due to breaking planetary waves [e.g., Randel et al., 1993] (red arrows in Figure 1).
Stratospheric age of air is defined as the transit time of an air parcel since its entry into the stratosphere [Hall
and Plumb, 1994]. Thus, age of air is a measure of the integrated effect of all transport processes that affect
the pathway of an air parcel through the stratosphere. Mean age of air (AoA) is the first moment of the tran-
sit time distribution at a certain location in the stratosphere and is often used to quantify the strength of
the transport circulation in the stratosphere (the BDC). It has been long recognized from conceptual model
studies that mixing between the tropics and extratropics can increase AoA globally [Neu and Plumb, 1999].
The additional aging is caused by the “recirculation” of air parcels through the stratosphere, as illustrated
in Figure 1: An air parcel enters the stratosphere (A) and travels along the residual circulation to the extrat-
ropics (B). From there, it can be mixed back into the tropics (B to C) and thus recirculates along the residual
circulation (C to D). The parcel’s age increases steadily while performing multiple circuits through the
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Figure 1. Illustration of stratospheric transport processes (for details,
see text).
stratosphere. Thus, the process ofmix-
ing (transition B to C) affects the air
parcel’s age as it leads to recirculation
(C to D). Note that due to the definition
of mixing as two-way mass exchange,
another air parcel of same mass had to
be mixed from C to B at the same time.
In the following, we refer to the effect
of mixing on AoA as aging by mixing.
AoA can be estimated from obser-
vations of quasi-passive tracers with
monotonically increasing concen-
trations, such as SF6 [Bönisch et al.,
2009]. Strahan et al. [2009] used ascent
rates from the observed tropical water
vapor tape recorder to estimate tropi-
cal modal AoA (i.e., the most probable
transit time). The difference of modal
AoA to mean AoA was than used to
empirically quantify the effects of
mixing on AoA. However, it is impor-
tant to note that it is impossible to
directly measure the residual circula-
tion, so that only the integrated effect
of all transport processes can be esti-
mated from observations. Therefore, the relationship between the residual circulation and AoA needs to be
better understood.
In the light of recent results on trends in the strength of the BDC, the understanding of mechanisms that
drive changes in the circulation came into focus. While global models project a strengthened residual circu-
lation in a changing climate, and simultaneously a decrease in AoA [Butchart et al., 2010], evidence of trends
in AoA from observational estimates is weak [Engel et al., 2009; Stiller et al., 2012; Diallo et al., 2012; Bönisch
et al., 2011]. In models, so far the focus of studies was on the mechanisms for the intensification of the resid-
ual circulation [Garcia and Randel, 2008;McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Calvo and Garcia, 2009; Shepherd
and McLandress, 2011; Okamoto et al., 2011; Bunzel and Schmidt, 2013; Oberländer et al., 2013]. Austin and Li
[2006] found that empirically, AoA is linearly linked to tropical upwelling. Li et al. [2012] investigated changes
in age spectra and found that both the modal AoA and the tail of the spectrum contribute to the decrease
of mean AoA, concluding that mixing plays a substantial role for the decrease in AoA. However, the relation-
ship between the residual circulation and AoA, and possible impacts of changes in two-way mixing on AoA
are not well understood. Ray et al. [2010] emphasize that trends in AoA are strongly sensitive to possible
changes in two-way mixing between the tropics and extratropics.
In this paper, we seek to gain better understanding of the effects of mixing on AoA. To this end, we use sim-
ulations with a general circulation model (GCM) that provides AoA together with consistent information
on the residual circulation. The residual circulation transit time, the transit time of hypothetical transport
solely by the residual circulation, is obtained as described in section 2 and used in section 3 to quantify the
effect of mixing on AoA. To better understand those effects, two conceptual model approaches are used:
the tropical leaky pipe (TLP) model (section 4.1), which assumes two columns of well-mixed air (a tropical
and an extratropical column), is used to quantify the strength of mixing across the subtropical barrier that is
necessary to explain the aging by mixing in the GCM. In addition, a simple Lagrangian random walk model
(section 4.2) is used to reconstruct the latitudinal distribution of aging by mixing and to illustrate the effects
of mixing at different locations in the stratosphere. To elucidate the role of mixing for long-term changes
in AoA and possible coupling of the mixing strength and the residual circulation, three equilibrium climate
states are compared in section 5.
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2. Methods
2.1. Model Description
The comprehensive GCM used in this study is ECHAM6 [Stevens et al., 2013]. Simulations were performed in
the time slice mode, i.e., under stationary boundary conditions, for preindustrial (1860), present-day (1990),
and future (2050) climate states. These simulations are referred to as TS1860, TS1990, and TS2050 in the
following. For each time slice 50 years were simulated after a spin-up period of 5 years. Prescribed bound-
ary conditions including greenhouse gas concentrations (including also chlorofluorocarbons), sea surface
temperatures (SST), sea ice coverage (SIC), ozone distribution, and aerosols were applied to simulate the dif-
ferent climate states. Both SST and SIC input data were taken from the output of coupled atmosphere-ocean
GCM simulations performed with ECHAM5 [Röckner et al., 2003] coupled to MPIOM (Max Planck Institute
Ocean Model) [Marsland, 2003], which were carried out for CMIP3. For the future time slice boundary con-
ditions follow the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 4.5 scenario [Vuuren et al., 2011], except
SST and SIC that are taken from a simulations that followed the Special Report on Emissions Scenario (SRES)
A1B scenario [Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000]. The CMIP5 simulations, which follow the RCP4.5 scenario, were
not completed by the start of the experiments used in this study. However, the inconsistency between the
SST/SIC data set and the prescribed atmospheric conditions is small as both the SRES A1B and the RCP4.5
scenarios assume steadily rising CO2 concentrations to levels around 500 ppm in 2050 [Vuuren et al., 2011].
In all simulations the horizontal resolution is T63 (1.9◦ × 1.9◦), while the vertical model domain extends up
to 0.01 hPa with 47 levels. For details see Bunzel and Schmidt [2013].
2.2. Calculation of Residual Circulation Transit Time and Age of Air
Residual circulation transit times (RCTTs) are calculated following Birner and Bönisch [2011]. The principle
is based on calculating backward trajectories that are driven by the residual mean meridional and vertical
winds. The residual velocities (v̄∗, w̄∗) are calculated from 6-hourly model output of meridional and vertical
winds (v,w) and potential temperature (Θ) as follows [Andrews et al., 1987, equation (3.5.1)]:




















Monthly mean velocities are then used to calculate the backward trajectories in the latitude-height plane
with a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration. The backward trajectories are initialized on a grid
with 35 latitudes (spaced every 5◦) and on 10 pressure levels (200, 170, 150, 120, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, and
10 hPa). The backward trajectories are terminated when they reach the thermal tropopause (calculated fol-
lowing the WMO definition), and the elapsed time is the residual circulation transit time. Trajectories are
initialized in the middle of a month, and are calculated backward using the varying residual velocities and
tropopause values. RCTTs are calculated for every month of the last 10 years of each time slice simulation. In
the following, annual mean climatological values of RCTTs are used (i.e., averaged over 120 values per grid
point). As the interannual variability in annual mean AoA is less than 10% everywhere, 10 years of data are
sufficient to represent the mean state of the simulations. We focus here on annual mean values as we are
mainly interested in mean effects of mixing on long-term changes. For a discussion of the seasonal cycle in
RCTT see Birner and Bönisch [2011].
In GCM simulations with ECHAM6 a passive tracer is used to derive AoA. Following Hall and Plumb [1994]
this tracer is initialized in the lowermost model level between 5◦S and 5◦N with concentrations increasing
linearly over time. The time lag in tracer concentrations between a certain grid point in the stratosphere and
the tropical tropopause provides an estimation of AoA at this stratospheric grid point. The reference point
at the tropical tropopause for age tracer concentrations is set between 10◦S and 10◦N as the height of the
thermal tropopause (i.e., consistent with the RCTT calculations).
3. Effects ofMixing onAge of Air in a GCM
AoA averaged over 10 years from the TS1990 simulation is shown in Figure 2. In addition, the hypotheti-
cal age if air was transported only by the residual circulation (RCTT) calculated over the same time period
than AoA is shown. The RCTT considerably differs from AoA both in magnitude and structure. While AoA
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Figure 2. AoA, RCTT, and aging by mixing (the difference AoA-RCTT) from ECHAM6, TS1990, annual mean values
averaged over 10 years in units of years. (top) The annual mean residual circulation stream function is overlaid (white
contours, dashed: negative; solid: positive). (bottom) The thin black line is the zero line.
isolines are orientated quasi-horizontally, RCTT has a strong meridional gradient in particular in middle to
high latitudes. In contrast to the distribution of AoA, RCTT clearly follows the structure of the residual mean
circulation (white contours in Figure 2). The strong gradient in RCTT from middle to high latitudes marks
the different residual circulation branches, as discussed by Birner and Bönisch [2011]: The shallow branch
consists of upward net mass transport in the (sub)tropics, poleward and downward in midlatitudes, with air
mostly remaining below about 70 hPa. The deep branch, on the other hand, consists of upward net mass
transport in the deep tropics and downward at high latitudes. The branches are also manifested in distinct
regions of wave breaking: the shallow branch is predominantly driven by wave breaking in the subtropical
lower stratosphere, while the deep branch is predominantly driven by wave breaking in the vicinity of the
polar night jet in the middle stratosphere.
The advantage of global model data is the availability of AoA and consistent with it the residual circulation,
and thus RCTT, so that AoA can be compared with those hypothetical transit times. The difference between
AoA and RCTT can be interpreted as the modification of the transit time following net air mass transport by
additional processes, including quasi-horizontal two-way mixing, but also vertical diffusion or any (numeri-
cal) uncertainties in the calculation of AoA and RCTT. The representation of advection in the model certainly
affects the strength of the simulated two-way mixing mass flux, so that numerical diffusion is implicitly
included in our definition of two-way mixing (this is further discussed in section 6). We assume in the follow-
ing that other numerical uncertainties (e.g., in the calculation of RCTT) are small and thus that the difference
between AoA and RCTT is caused by two-way mixing. We refer to the difference between AoA and RCTT
as aging by mixing.
In most of the stratosphere, air is older than if it was only transported along the residual circulation (see
Figure 2, bottom). Aging by mixing maximizes in midlatitudes and increases with height. In the lowermost
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extratropical stratosphere and close to the poles, mixing reduces transit times—here air is younger than for
purely residual transport.
The distribution of aging by mixing does not necessarily resemble the distribution of mixing strength, mea-
sured, for example, by effective diffusivity [Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000]. Neither does aging by mixing
maximize in regions of wave breaking. As will be shown in section 4, aging by mixing at one particular point
in the stratosphere can be induced by mixing remote to this point. Furthermore, mixing in different regions
of the atmosphere has varying impacts on AoA. Therefore, it cannot be expected that the effect of mixing
on AoA (i.e., aging by mixing) is locally related to the mixing strength.
4. Effects ofMixing onAge of Air in ConceptualModels
4.1. The Tropical Leaky Pipe Model
4.1.1. Formulation of the Tropical Leaky Pipe Model
The tropical leaky pipe (TLP) model, described in Neu and Plumb [1999] (NP99 in the following), divides the
stratosphere into the tropical pipe and the well-mixed surf zones of the southern and northern hemisphere.
It is assumed that (1) mixing within the surf zones is fast compared to mixing across the boundary and (2)
the surf zone extends all the way to the pole (i.e., the polar regions with their seasonal barrier are neglected).
Thus, the model is essentially one-dimensional (vertical coordinate) with three columns that can interact.
The tropical pipe corresponds to the upwelling region (see Figure 1), and the surf zones to the downwelling
region. Vertical motion within each region is prescribed. Furthermore, horizontal exchange between the
tropics and the surf zones is allowed. We further make the following simplifications to the model: First, verti-
cal diffusion is neglected. In NP99 it was shown that AoA using the vertical diffusivity as reported by Sparling
et al. [1997] is very similar to AoA in the nondiffusive case, except close to the extratropical tropopause.
Second, we assume that the hemispheres are symmetric (i.e., the properties of the northern surf zone equal
those of the southern surf zone). With these simplifications, the formulation of the tracer budget equations









𝜖𝜆(𝜎T − 𝜎SZ) (3)
𝜕𝜎SZ
𝜕t
− SSZ = −wSZ
𝜕𝜎SZ
𝜕z
+ (𝜖 + 1)𝜆(𝜎T − 𝜎SZ) (4)
where wT and wSZ are the vertical velocities in the tropics and surf zones, respectively, and 𝛼 is defined
as the ratio of tropical to the extratropical mass (𝛼 = MT∕(2MSZ), where MSZ is the mass in either hemi-
sphere, as they are assumed to be symmetric). The horizontal transport between tropics and extratropics is
described by two relaxation factors 𝜆 and 𝜖. The factor 𝜆 is defined as the horizontal transport that is deter-
mined by mass continuity by the prescribed vertical velocities (i.e., 𝜕yv̄∗ = −1∕𝜌 𝜕z(𝜌w̄∗)). Following NP99, 𝜆
is calculated as





The factor 𝜖, on the other hand, describes the two-way mass exchange (i.e., what we describe as mixing) and
can be chosen freely. 𝜖 is defined as the ratio of the mass flow from the surf zones to the tropics to the net
mass flux between tropics and the surf zones. The net mass flux is the horizontal motion that is determined
by mass continuity via the prescribed vertical motion (given by 𝜆), and corresponds to transport by v̄∗. If
𝜖 = 0, there is no mixing, and if 𝜖 = 2, the mass flow due to mixing in either direction is twice as large as the
net mass flow. We will refer to 𝜖 in the following asmixing efficiency.
If it is further assumed that wT and 𝜖 are constant with height, a simple analytical solution for the tropical
age (ΓT ) and age in the surf zones (ΓSZ ) in the TLP model can be formulated (for the derivation see section 3
in NP99):
ΓT =
𝛼 + 𝜖(𝛼 + 1)
𝛼wT
(z − zT ) (6)
ΓSZ =
𝛼 + 𝜖(𝛼 + 1)
𝛼wT




The vertical coordinate z is the equivalent height above the extratropical tropopause (z = 0), and z is parallel
to age isopleth (see NP99). The height of the tropical tropopause is zT .
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4.1.2. Aging by Mixing in the Tropical Leaky Pipe Model
The diagnostics AoA and RCTT can be described with the TLP model such that AoA is the full age with mix-
ing efficiency 𝜖 (Γ𝜖), while RCTT is the solution with 𝜖 = 0 (Γ0). From equation (6) it follows that aging by












Aging by mixing in the surf zones calculated as Γ𝜖SZ − Γ
0
SZ equals aging by mixing in the tropics, i.e., a certain
mixing efficiency causes air to age as much in the tropics as in the extratropics. Amix is always positive above
the tropical tropopause and negative below, in agreement with the result from the GCM that mixing leads to
an increase of AoA in most of the stratosphere and a decrease in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere.
According to the TLP formulation, aging by mixing is not only a function of the mixing efficiency but also of
the vertical velocity—or in other words, the residual circulation strength. Amix is proportional to 𝜖 (i.e., the
higher the mixing efficiency, the larger aging by mixing) but indirectly proportional to wT (i.e., the larger
the vertical velocity, the smaller the additional aging due to mixing). The increase of aging by mixing with
the mixing efficiency was explained in NP99 by the recirculation’ effect, as was described in section 1: Mix-
ing between young tropical air and older air in the surf zones adds older air into the tropics. This older
air recirculates upward in the tropical pipe and eventually back into the surf zone, thus eventually con-
ducting multiple circuits through the stratosphere. Thereby, older air is added both in the tropics and surf
zones, aging the air in both regions by the same amount. The recirculation will be examined further with a
Lagrangian random walk model in section 4.2.
While a higher mixing efficiency causes more air parcels to recirculate, thereby increasing aging by mix-
ing, the velocity wT controls the speed of the recirculation. If wT increases, the additional circuits air parcels
travel take less time and aging by mixing decreases. Thus, even under a constant mixing efficiency, aging
by mixing can change if the speed of the residual circulation changes. In principle, an increase in the ver-
tical velocity wT could be counteracted by changes in the mixing efficiency 𝜖 in a way that AoA remains
unaffected. However, as will be discussed in section 5, mixing by wave breaking is not independent of
residual transport.
4.1.3. Mixing Efficiency in the GCM Derived With the Tropical Leaky Pipe Model
The TLP model in the formulation as described above has two free parameters that can be chosen: the
tropical vertical velocity wT and the mixing efficiency 𝜖. The vertical velocity can be diagnosed easily from
the GCM data as the mean w̄∗ in the tropics. We choose a latitude band of 30◦S–30◦N as tropical pipe, as
these latitudes capture the approximate region of upwelling best (the turnaround latitudes lie between
25–40◦N/S, depending on height).
The analytical solution of the TLP model with a height dependent vertical velocity wT (z) (see equations (9)
and (10) of NP99) for tropical AoA is:



















where H is the scale height (7 km). In the following we will approximate the mean tropical profiles of AoA
and RCTT using this solution of the TLP model. RCTT can be calculated from the TLP model using tropical
vertical velocities from the GCM as input and setting 𝜖 to zero. As shown in Figure 3, the tropical RCTT from
the GCM (solid blue line) are reasonably well reproduced with the TLP Model (dashed blue line). Deviations
are ≤ 10% above 50 hPa and ≤ 33% below; the high relative deviation at the lowest level is due to the small
absolute value of transit time here.
For given vertical velocities, the difference between AoA and RCTT depends only on the mixing efficiency 𝜖.
Thus, 𝜖 can be derived from the tropical AoA and RCTT profiles as the best fit of the TLP model to the GCM
profiles. The best fit over all layers in the lower stratosphere (tropopause to 10 hPa) is obtained with a mixing
efficiency of 𝜖 = 0.32 for the TS1990 simulation. Thus, given the definition of 𝜖 in section 4.1.1, the mixing
mass flux across the subtropical barrier is about a third as strong as the net mass flux into the extratropics.
The result for 𝜖 is robust (within 10%) for latitude bands within the range of the border of the tropical pipe
(i.e., between 25 and 40◦N/S). The fit with the TLP model reproduces tropical AoA from the GCM reasonably
well, mostly with deviations ≤ 10% expect around 70 hPa, where deviations are larger (30%). Fitting the
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Figure 3. Tropical mean (30◦S-30◦N) profiles of RCTT (blue)
and AoA (red) from the GCM (TS1990) together with the
results of the TLP model for RCTT (blue dotted) and AoA with
𝜖 = 0.2 (dark gray dashed), 𝜖 = 0.4 (light gray dashed) and
the best fit to the GCM data with 𝜖 = 0.32 (gray solid).
TLP model only at levels above 70 hPa does, how-
ever, result in only slight changes of the mixing
efficiency (0.33 instead of 0.32) and further results
are not affected. The larger deviations in the lower
levels might be caused either by the simplified
assumption of a constant width of the tropical
pipe with height (close to the tropopause, the
tropical pipe narrows) or might indicate that mix-
ing efficiencies in the shallow branch differ from
those in the deep branch of the BDC. For the lower
levels, a smaller mixing efficiency of about 0.2
results in a better fit to AoA.
As discussed above, AoA increases with the mix-
ing efficiency, as shown by the dashed lines in
Figure 3. These cases would represent a stronger
or weaker relative mixing mass flux compared to
the net mass flux. How the net and mixing mass
flux are related is further discussed in section 5.
4.2. A Lagrangian Random Walk Model of
Mixing Effects
The TLP model used in the last section is suit-
able to quantify effects of mixing across the
subtropical barrier on the tropical and extratrop-
ical mean AoA profiles. However, the latitudinal
structure of aging by mixing found in the GCM
cannot be captured by the TLP model due to its
setup. To examine the causes for the distribu-
tion of aging by mixing and to analyze the role of
mixing at different locations in the stratosphere,
we developed a simple Lagrangian transport
model (section 4.2.2 and Appendix A). We start by
illustrating effects of mixing on AoA in the Lagrangian framework using simple conceptual experiments.
4.2.1. Conceptual Experiments on Recirculation and Mixing Effects
The TLP model predicts that tropical-extratropical mixing of a certain strength increases AoA as much in the
tropics as in the extratropics through the effect of recirculation of air parcels (equation (6); also discussed in
NP99). This effect can be illustrated with the following simple Lagrangian experiment:
We use a trajectory calculated from residual velocities (see Figure 4a). Along the trajectories, points that are
equally spaced in time (with Δt = 5 days) are defined, and each point is assigned with 100 air parcels of
equal mass. Air parcels are advected along the trajectories, and their transit time increases as they do so.
Two-way mixing is included in the model by instantaneously exchanging a given fraction of randomly cho-
sen air parcels between predefined mixing points. As mixing is likely to take place along isentropic surfaces
in the real atmosphere, we use the intersections of the trajectories with isentropic surfaces as mixing points.
For this first simple experiment we chose the 380 K level and exchange an arbitrarily chosen fraction of
𝜇 = 10% of randomly selected parcels between the tropical and the extratropical mixing point. The random
exchange of air parcels essentially results in a random walk of the air parcels.
When running the model for a sufficient amount of time, a new equilibrium AoA is reached that is greater
than AoA without mixing at all locations between the two mixing points (compare red and black lines in
Figure 4c), as was predicted by the TLP model. It can be clearly seen from the age spectrum at 50◦N that the
additional aging is caused by in-mixing of old air from the extratropics to the tropics, which subsequently
recirculates along the deep branch. Below the extratropical mixing point, AoA is unchanged when mixing
is included. This simple experiment illustrates that this is due to a cancellation of old recirculating air and
young air that was mixed in from the tropical lower stratosphere: the age spectrum at 85◦N (Figure 4c)
shows that as much very young (less than 1 year) air parcels are found as old air parcels, which were mixed
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Figure 4. Illustration of the effects of mixing on age. (a, c) Mixing of tropical and extratropical air from the deep cir-
culation branch. (b, d) Mixing of extratropical air from the shallow and the deep branch. Figures 4a and 4b show the
example trajectories and the mixing points at 380 K (red dots, 380 K isentrope as green line, tropopause as thin black
line). Figures 4c and 4d show the mean age along the trajectory (here shown as function of latitude) without mixing
(black) and after integration over 10 times the trajectory length (red). Inlets show age spectra at indicated points.
to the tropics, recirculate along the trajectory and eventually reach the region below the extratropical mix-
ing point. They have aged exactly the age difference between the tropical and extratropical mixing point
and thus exactly compensate for the younger tropical air.
Thus, mixing between the tropics and extratropics at a certain level only affects air above this level, and the
additional aging depends only on the age difference between the tropics and extratropics. It follows that
mixing at lower levels will have an overall larger impact on AoA than mixing at higher levels. Note that this
is consistent with the TLP model, which predicts that mixing leads to aging of air that is equally strong in the
tropics as in the extratropics (see equation (6)). As mixing at a certain level affects tropical AoA only above
this level, it follows that also extratropical AoA must be unaffected by mixing below the level of mixing.
In the TLP model, the effects of mixing across the subtropical barrier are examined, while mixing within the
extratropics is assumed to be very strong. This is a valid assumption as long as the strength of mixing within
the extratropics does not affect the extratropical mean AoA profile (and thus not tropical mean AoA, accord-
ing to the arguments above). In the following, we illustrate with the simple Lagrangian model that mixing
within the extratropics can have an effect on extratropical mean AoA given that air parcels take different
pathways, for example, along the different branches of the BDC. However, this effect is small compared to
mixing across the subtropical barrier. We include a second trajectory that represents the shallow branch
of the circulation and terminates at the tropopause at 60◦N (Figure 4b). A fraction of 𝜇 = 10% of the air
parcels are mixed between the extratropical intersects of the 380 K isentropic level and the two trajecto-
ries, i.e., between about 55◦N and 80◦N. Mixing within the extratropics adds younger air to the lower part
of the deep branch trajectory, and older air to the shallow branch trajectory (Figure 4d), thereby flattening
the age gradient in the extratropics. Thus, mixing within the extratropics has a strong local effect. The mean
extratropical AoA profile can be affected by mixing in case the remaining time of the mixed air parcels in the
stratosphere differs. Such a difference in the remaining time can occur essentially depending on the shape
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Figure 5. (a) RCTT, (b) AoA, and (c) Aging by mixing simulated with the Lagrangian random walk model using 20 trajec-
tories. (d) Aging by mixing for mixing only within the tropics and within the extratropics. (e) Aging by mixing for mixing
only between tropics and extratropics. Color shading as in Figure 2.
of the circulation and the slope of the tropopause. For the example of mixing at 380 K, a small decrease in
AoA averaged over all air parcels is found to be induced by mixing. Depending on the altitude of mixing,
the net effect on AoA can be positive or negative but is never larger than a few percent in the current exam-
ple. For comparison, mixing of the same strength between tropics and extratropics has a net effect on AoA
of almost 50%. As the difference of the remaining time in the stratosphere is much smaller for air parcels
located in the extratropics compared to parcels mixed between tropics and extratropics this is expected.
However, as mixing in the extratropics has a strong local effect, we will investigate in the following how the
distribution of aging by mixing is influenced by mixing at different locations.
4.2.2. Distribution of Aging by Mixing
We extend the Lagrangian model to a set of 20 trajectories that terminate between 40◦ and 85◦N at the
tropopause. This set of 20 trajectories represents mean transport along different branches of the residual
circulation in the Northern Hemisphere. The transit times along the trajectories are shown in Figure 5a.
Mixing points are defined as the intersects of trajectories with 20 isentropic levels between 340 K and
2000 K. The calculation of mixing between all the intersects on one isentrope would become quickly exces-
sive when adding more trajectories (0.5*M(M-1) interchanges for M intersects). Thus, air parcels are grouped
into tropical and extratropical parcels, and mixing is performed within and between those groups. Thus,
three mixing events are possible at each isentropic level: (1) mixing within the tropics, (2) mixing of tropi-
cal and extratropical air, and (3) mixing within the extratropics. For each class of mixing operation, a height
dependent mixing strength (𝜇Tr , 𝜇TrEx, and 𝜇Ex, respectively) is prescribed as follows: mixing within the trop-
ics and within the extratropics is set to 𝜇Ex = 𝜇Tr = 0.25. The model is not sensitive to the choice of 𝜇Tr. Mean
profiles are also not sensitive to 𝜇Ex, and it is set to best resemble the latitudinal distribution of AoA. The criti-
cal parameter is the mixing strength between tropics and extratropics, 𝜇TrEx. We set the tropical-extratropical
mixing parameter by assuming that the two-way mixing mass flux is proportional to the net mass flux,
which is a realistic assumption as will be shown in section 5. The ratio of two-way mass flux to net mass flux
is set to the mixing efficiency as calculated with the TLP model fit (section 4.1). Details on the settings of the
Lagrangian model and sensitivities to those settings can be found in Appendix A.
AoA after an integration over 10*N time steps (where N is the number of time steps it takes an air parcels
to travel along the longest trajectory) is shown in Figure 5b. Mixing leads to additional aging of air in most
of the stratosphere, only in the high latitude lowermost stratosphere age decreases due to mixing. The pro-
files of tropical and extratropical mean RCTT and AoA from the simple Lagrangian model agree reasonably
well with the results from the GCM (Figure 6), and so does the distribution of “aging by mixing” (Figure 5c).
The Lagrangian model broadly reproduces the mean latitudinal distribution of AoA and aging by mixing
(Figure 7), even though the maximum in aging by mixing is shifted by about 10◦ poleward compared to the
GCM. Since the Lagrangian model is a very simplified representation of transport through the stratosphere,
an exact quantitative replication of AoA in the GCM should not be expected. However, general qualitative
features of aging by mixing are well captured. Therefore, we can use this idealized model to improve the
conceptual understanding of the effects mixing at different locations can have on AoA.
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Figure 6. Tropical (0–30◦N) and extratropical (35–90◦N) mean profiles of RCTT and AoA from the GCM (blue and red
solid) and the Lagrangian random walk model using 20 trajectories (blue dashed and gray).
Figure 5 contrasts aging by mixing from the full integration to cases in which mixing is applied (1)
only within the tropics and the extratropics (Figure 5d) and (2) only between the tropics and extrat-
ropics (Figure 5e). As discussed in section 4.2.1, mixing within the extratropics has a strong local effect
and flattens the age gradient, but tropical-extratropical mixing causes an increase in AoA in the entire
Figure 7. (top) Mean latitudinal distribution averaged over 70–10 hPa of RCTT (solid blue) and AoA (solid red) from the
GCM and the Lagrangian random walk model using 20 trajectories (RCTT: blue dashed, AoA: gray). (bottom) Aging by
mixing (Amix = AoA − RCTT) from the GCM (dark green) and the Lagrangian model (light green). In addition, AoA and
aging by mixing from the Lagrangian random walk model with no mixing within the tropics and within the extratropics
is shown ((top) AoA: gray dashed, (bottom) aging by mixing: green dashed).
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Table 1. Global Mean AoA and Aging by Mixing (in Years) for Different Cases Calculated With the
Lagrangian Random Walk Model: Integration Without Mixing (No Mixing), Full Integration With Base
Parameter Settings (Base), Without Mixing Between Tropics and Extratropics (𝜇TrEx = 0), and Without
Mixing Within the Extratropics and Tropics (𝜇Ex , 𝜇Tr = 0)a
No Mixing Base 𝜇TrEx = 0 𝜇Ex, 𝜇Tr = 0 𝜇tropo = 0 𝜇Θ>500KTrEx = 0 𝜇
Θ<500K
TrEx = 0
GM AoA 1.25 1.69 1.30 1.66 1.84 1.61 1.32
GM AMix 0.0 0.44 0.05 0.41 0.59 0.36 0.07
aThe case 𝜇tropo = 0 refers to setting mixing between the tropics and extratropics below the tropical
tropopause to zero (i.e., no in-mixing of tropospheric air), and in the cases 𝜇Θ>500KTrEx = 0 and 𝜇
Θ<500K
TrEx = 0
tropical-extratropical mixing above and below 500 K is set to zero, respectively.
stratosphere above the level of mixing. Mixing within the tropics has almost no effect, as the gradient in
RCTT is small in the tropics. In the mean over all air parcels (global mean), AoA increases from 1.25 to 1.69
years between the case without mixing and the full integration (Table 1). This increase is almost entirely
caused by tropical-extratropical mixing, while mixing within the tropics and extratropics has a minor
effect, both in the global mean (Table 1, cases 𝜇TrEx = 0 and 𝜇Ex, 𝜇Tr = 0), and for tropical and extra-
tropical mean profiles (Figure 8). The increase of global mean AoA would be even higher by about 35%
if in-mixing of tropospheric air in the lowermost stratosphere is neglected, as verified by an integration
in which tropical-extratropical mixing below the tropical tropopause is set to zero (𝜇tropo = 0 in Table 1
and Figure 8).
Mixing within the extratropics does, however, affect the latitudinal distribution of aging by mixing. As shown
in Figure 7, aging by mixing is nearly constant at all latitudes for the case with only mixing across the sub-
tropical barrier, consistent with the prediction by the TLP model. Only when including mixing within the
extratropics, the maximum of aging by mixing in midlatitudes, and the negative values at high latitudes can
be reproduced by the Lagrangian model. Since the tropical and extratropical mean profiles are, however,
Figure 8. RCTT and AoA from the Lagrangian random walk model as in Figure 6 together with profiles for sensitivity runs
with the Lagrangian model without mixing between tropics and extratropics in the entire domain (𝜇ExTR = 0, green),
without mixing in the lowermost stratosphere (i.e., no mixing below the tropical tropopause, 𝜇tropo = 0; magenta), and
without mixing within the tropics and extratropics (𝜇Ex = 0, light blue).
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Figure 9. (left) Tropical mean (30◦S–30◦N) vertical residual velocity from the simulations representing 1860 (blue),
1990 (black), and 2050 (red). (right) Tropical mean (30◦S–30◦N) RCTT (dotted) and AoA (solid) from the GCM for the
three simulations.
not affected by mixing within those regions, applying the TLP model equations to the mean profiles from
the GCM appears to be a valid approach.
The role of mixing at different heights is further examined by integrations in which tropical-extratropical
mixing is only permitted below or above 500 K. The global AoA increase is far larger for mixing at lower
altitudes than for mixing above 500 K (Table 1). Since mixing at a certain level affects AoA only above this
level, it can be expected that mixing at lower levels results in an overall greater response in AoA.
The findings with the simple Lagrangian random walk model suggest that the distribution of aging by mix-
ing in the GCMmay be explained as follows: the decrease of AoA in the lowermost stratosphere is caused by
in-mixing of tropospheric air. The decrease at high latitudes above about 100 hPa, on the other hand, results
from mixing within the extratropics, which flattens the gradient in AoA. The general increase in AoA due to
mixing is caused by mixing between tropics and extratropics. Tropical-extratropical mixing at a certain levels
affects AoA above this level—or, to put it the other way round, AoA at a certain level is influenced by mixing
at all levels below. Thus, the higher up, the more mixing levels can contribute to aging by mixing. Therefore,
aging by mixing increases with height.
5. Coupling ofMixing and Residual Transport
5.1. Mixing Efficiency in the GCM for Different Climate States
The residual circulation is mechanically driven by the momentum deposition of breaking waves [Haynes
et al., 1991]. These are represented in GCMs both by resolved planetary and synoptic scale waves and by
parametrized small-scale gravity waves. The two-way mixing mass flux can as well be expected to be linked
to wave breaking, which results in strong stirring [Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000]. As discussed in the last
section, AoA is controlled both by the residual circulation and by the strength of the two-way mixing mass
flux. However, as the two processes are known not to be independent, we want to investigate in this section
how they are coupled. To this end, we compare three equilibrium climate states in the model, representative
of the mean climate in the 1860s, the 1990s, and the 2050s.
The residual circulation (measured by tropical mean w̄∗) is slightly enhanced in 1990 compared to 1860 and
even more so in 2050 (Figure 9, left). Consequently, RCTT decreases from 1860 to 2050, and so does AoA
(Figure 9 right). In Figure 10, mean tropical AoA at 20 hPa is plotted against mean tropical RCTT for the three
simulations. This Figure shows not only that AoA and RCTT both decrease in a warmer climate but also that
the ratio AoA/RCTT remains approximately constant (i.e., they lie on a straight line extending through zero).
Thus, mixing amplifies changes in AoA, with an about twice as large decrease in AoA than in RCTT both
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Figure 10. Tropical mean AoA plotted against tropical mean RCTT at 20
hPa from the 1860 (blue), 1990 (black), and 2050 (red) simulation.
for the difference between the TS1860
and TS1990 simulations and between
TS1990 and TS2050. In other words, the
relative aging of air by mixing remains
approximately constant.
For the solution of the TLP model with
a height-independent vertical veloc-
ity wT , the ratio AoA to RCTT equals
Γ𝜖T∕Γ
0
T = 1+ 𝜖(1+
1
𝛼
) (see equation (6)),
which depends only on the mixing
efficiency 𝜖. The nearly constant ratio
therefore indicates that the mixing effi-
ciency does not change between the
simulations. This is confirmed when
deriving the mixing efficiency from the
profiles of AoA and RCTT for the solu-
tion with height-depended wT (z) as
best fit (as in section 4.1): For all three
climate states a mixing efficiency of
𝜖 = 0.32 is obtained. The TLP model with this mixing efficiency describes the change in AoA and RCTT
between the climate states well (within 10% at all levels).
The mixing efficiency 𝜖 is defined as the ratio of the two-way mixing mass flux to the net mass flux. Thus,
a constant 𝜖 for all three climate states corresponds to changes in the two-way mixing mass flux that are
proportional to those in the net mass flux. In other words, the results indicate that stronger wave driving of
the residual circulation, which drive the enhanced net mass flux [Bunzel and Schmidt, 2013], causes more
two-way mixing that results in an equally strong enhancement in the two-way mixing mass flux.
Overall, the nearly constant mixing efficiency is equivalent to nearly constant relative aging by mixing. Thus,
the decrease in absolute aging by mixing is entirely driven by the strengthened residual circulation: Aging
by mixing is indirectly proportional to the residual circulation strength (measured by ̄w ∗; see equation (8)).
The stronger residual circulation also causes the recirculation to speed up: the additional transit time an air
parcels ages while recirculating is reduced. In other words, the decrease in AoA due to the increase in the
residual circulation is amplified by mixing effects, which are, according to this study, tightly coupled to the
residual circulation changes.
5.2. PV Gradients
Insight into the relation between the wave forcing, residual circulation strength, and mixing strength can be
gained by considering the transformed Eulerian mean zonal momentum equation. In isentropic coordinates,
the zonal momentum equation for adiabatic, inviscid flow under steady state can be written as (derived
from Andrews et al. [1987, equation (3.9.9)] and Plumb [2002]):
− v̄∗P̄∗ = v̂P̂
∗
(10)
Here v is the meridional velocity on isentropic levels and P the PV. The zonal average weighted by the isen-
tropic density is denoted by x̄∗ and x̂ the deviation from x̄∗. According to this relation, transport of mean PV
by the zonal mean circulation is balanced by eddy fluxes of PV.
Using a flux-gradient relationship for the eddy PV flux, i.e., v̂P̂
∗
= −KmixP̄∗y (with diffusivity coefficient Kmix),
we obtain
v̄∗P̄∗ = KmixP̄∗y (11)
Furthermore, by setting the Diffusivity to a mixing velocity scale times a horizontal mixing length scale
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Figure 11. (top) Ratio of mean PV to meridional PV gradient scaled by the Earth radius (1∕REPV∕
𝜕PV
𝜕y
) for the annual
decadal mean from TS1990 together with mean positions of pressure levels (thick black lines), zonal mean zonal wind
(gray; contour interval 5 m/s, solid: positive, dotted: negative, thick line: zero) and the tropopause (blue). Relative differ-
ences in PV∕ 𝜕PV
𝜕y
for (middle) TS1990-TS1860 and (bottom) TS2050-TS1990 together with differences in zonal mean winds
(contour interval 1 m/s, solid: positive, dotted: negative) and the tropopause in TS1990 (dashed blue) and TS1860/TS2050
(solid blue).
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Figure 12. Ratio of tropical mean PV to the gradient
extratropical-tropical PV for TS1860 (blue), TS1990 (black), and
TS2050 (red).
Thus, the ratio of mean PV to the merid-
ional PV gradient is a measure of the
relative role of mixing and mean transport
(for a given horizontal mixing length scale).
Larger ratios indicate a more important
role of mixing, while relatively small values
indicate that mean transport dominates.
The climatological mean ratio of mean
PV to the PV gradient, scaled by the earth
radius for the TS1990 simulation is shown
in Figure 11 (top). We find elevated ratios
between about 30◦ and 60◦N/S above
400 K, consistent with strong wave mix-
ing in the surf zones. The ratio decreases
toward the tropics, where the zonal wind
approaches zero and wave propagation
is largely prohibited. Minima in the ratio
at around 60◦N/S mark the barrier formed
by the polar vortex, in particular in the
southern hemisphere. At high latitudes
the ratio of mean PV to the PV gradient
increases strongly, reflecting that the mean
meridional velocity is close to zero here.
The relative changes in the ratio of mean
PV to the PV gradient between the TS1860
to the TS1990 simulations, and the TS1990
to TS2050 simulations are shown in
Figure 11 (middle and bottom). From
1860 to 1990, the Antarctic polar vortex
strengthens, and thus the ratio decreases,
as a stronger vortex more strongly sup-
presses wave mixing. This decrease in
mixing is reflected in a stronger gradient
in AoA (not shown). From 1860 to 1990,
the ratio decreases by about 10–15% at latitudes between about 30 and 50◦N/S, and this decrease is even
stronger (up to 30%) from 1990 to 2050. This decrease in the relative strength of mixing appears to be
associated with the strengthening of the subtropical jets, which are marked by strong PV gradients.
The results of the last section imply that the mixing mass flux between tropics and extratropics changes pro-
portionally to mean meridional transport in the three equilibrium climate states. According to equation (12),
we should thus expect that the ratio of mean PV to the PV gradient between tropics and extratropics
remains close to constant. As in the TLP model, we set the boundaries between tropics and extratropics at
30◦N/S. The horizontal mixing length scale L is then the mean mixing length between tropics and extrat-
ropics, and the PV gradient is P̄y
∗ = ΔP̄∗∕L, where ΔP̄∗ is the extratropical-tropical PV difference. Therefore,
the relation of the mixing velocity to the mean meridional velocity across the tropical boundaries can be
approximated by the tropical mean PV to the extratropical-tropical PV difference.
This ratio is shown for the three climate states simulated by the GCM in Figure 12. Above 400 K, the ratio dif-
fers by less than 3% between the three climate states. At 400 K, the ratio decreases by 8% from 1860 to 1990
and by 17% from 1990 to 2050. This decrease in the PV ratio across 30◦N/S is consistent with the decline in
P̄∗∕P̄y
∗
around the subtropical jets shown in Figure 11. Above 400 K, changes in P̄∗∕P̄y
∗
occur away from the
subtropical barrier, so that exchange of air between tropics and extratropics is not affected.
The scaling arguments using PV gradients therefore largely support the results of the last section: Between
450–550 K (i.e., about 65–35 hPa), the relative role of mixing versus mean transport across the subtropi-
cal barrier as estimated by the ratio of mean PV to PV gradient remain close to constant, despite changes
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in the meridional circulation. However, we found a decrease in the relative role of mixing at 400 K, which
might be related to a strengthening of the subtropical jets. We would expect this decrease to be reflected
in AoA, in particular since mixing just above the tropopause was found to contribute most to aging by mix-
ing (section 4.2). However, the changes at 400 K appear to be unimportant for the mixing efficiency, which
is derived with the TLP model as best fit over the entire lower stratosphere. Note, however, that deviations
between the TLP fit with a mixing efficiency of 0.32 and the AoA from the GCM are largest just above the
tropopause (see Figure 3).
6. Discussion and Conclusions
The conceptual picture of stratospheric transport consisting of net transport along the residual circulation
and modifications by a two-way mass flux (“mixing mass flux”) is used widely in stratospheric research [e.g.,
Plumb, 2002]. Here the diagnostic aging by mixing is introduced that quantifies the effects of mixing on
age of air. This aging by mixing is obtained by differencing AoA with a hypothetical age that would result
from transport along the residual circulation only, the residual circulation transit time (RCTT). Aging by mix-
ing is calculated from global model data, and the processes that lead to aging by mixing are investigated
with conceptual model approaches, namely, with a tropical leaky pipe model and a simple Lagrangian ran-
dom walk model. Above the tropical tropopause, mixing between the tropics and extratropics causes air to
recirculate along the residual circulation, thereby enhancing AoA above the level at which mixing occurs.
In the lowermost stratosphere AoA is reduced by mixing with tropospheric air, which adds very young air
and removes old air from the stratosphere. Using the Lagrangian model, we showed that mixing within the
extratropics is necessary to explain the latitudinal distribution of aging by mixing (which maximizes in mid-
latitudes) but has a negligible (despite nonzero) impact on extratropical mean AoA. Therefore, tropical and
extratropical mean AoA profiles from the GCM can be approximated with the tropical leaky pipe model
equations, which only consider the effects of mixing across the subtropical barrier.
Decreases of AoA in a future climate are both due to a decrease in RCTT and in aging by mixing, each con-
tributing about half. This result is consistent with Li et al. [2012], who examined changes in age spectra and
showed that the tail of the spectrum contributes significantly to the future decrease in mean AoA.
Fitting a simple tropical leaky pipe model to AoA from the global model for different climate equilibrium
states suggests that the strength of the two-way mixing mass flux is tightly coupled to the net or residual
mass flux, so that their ratio (the mixing efficiency) remains close to constant. Thus, the relative aging of air
by mixing remains approximately constant. The decrease in absolute aging by mixing is not caused by a
decrease in mixing, but by the stronger residual circulation, which leads to faster recirculation. This is again
consistent with the decrease in the tail of the spectrum, and in particular with strong correlations of tail
decay time scales with the strength of tropical upwelling found by Li et al. [2012]. Furthermore, Li et al. [2012]
found that mixing strength (estimated as equivalent length from N2O) increases proportionally with tropical
upwelling, consistent with our finding of a constant mixing efficiency.
We further verified the result of a nearly constant mixing efficiency by evaluating the ratio between mean
PV to the PV gradient between tropics and extratropics, which is a measure of the relative roles of mixing
versus mean horizontal transport. In most of the lower stratosphere, this ratio is found to remain close to
constant between the climate states, consistent with a constant mixing efficiency. However, just above the
tropopause (at 400 K) the ratio of mean PV to PV gradients decreases, indicating that mixing fluxes decrease
relative to mean transport. An increase in the strength of the subtropical jets might cause this decrease in
mixing relative to mean transport. The causes for the decrease in the relative strength of mixing at 400 K
indicated by the PV analysis, along with deviations in the TLP model fits at these levels remain to be identi-
fied. It might indicate a different regime of transport and mixing in the shallow branch. However, note that
both the TLP model and the PV scaling arguments rely on simplified assumptions. Independent measures of
mixing like the effective diffusivity [Allen and Nakamura, 2001], or Lagrangian measures, have to be used to
verify the relation of the two-way mass flux to residual transport (as shown in Li et al. [2012]). Furthermore, it
is questionable whether the tight coupling between residual transport and mixing also holds at higher alti-
tudes where gravity waves play a larger role in driving the residual circulation, since gravity waves mostly
cause two-way mixing in the vertical [Grygalashvyly et al., 2012] but do not primarily alter the PV distribution
along isentropes in the same manner as Rossby waves.
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Figure 13. Idealized experiment with the Lagrangian random walk model resembling an intensification of the shallow
branch only. Advection along the shallow branch trajectories is sped up (as seen in the difference to the base case in
RCTT, left) and the mixing fraction is enhanced in the lower part so that the mixing efficiency remains constant. The
resulting change in AoA and aging by mixing compared to the base case is shown in the middle and right panels. Color
shading as in Figure 2.
The modeled strength of the two-way mass flux depends on stirring by large-scale winds but also on the
advection scheme and representation of (subgrid scale) diffusion. Therefore, the two-way mass flux likely
differs between models, even if the large-scale dynamics are similar, resulting in differences in the mixing
efficiency. The separation of AoA into RCTT and aging by mixing and the comparison of the relative aging
by mixing (or of the mixing efficiency) between models might provide a helpful tool to identify causes
for model deficits in the simulation of AoA that are widely found in state-of-the art global models [see
SPARC-CCMVal, 2010, chapter 5].
An as yet unresolved puzzle is the discrepancy between the few available observational records of the tem-
poral development of AoA over the last decades and modeled changes in AoA. Global models simulate
an increase in the BDC and associated decrease in AoA over the last decades and in the future [Butchart et
al., 2010]. The longest available time series of AoA derived from measurements of SF6 shows no significant
change in AoA at northern midlatitudes at around 25 km [Engel et al., 2009]. This results is backed up by AoA
records derived from satellite observations of SF6 [Stiller et al., 2012], and by AoA time series calculated from
reanalysis [Diallo et al., 2012]. The latter study suggests that AoA decreased in the lower stratosphere but
increased above about 20 to 25 km over the period 1989–2010. On the basis of tracer measurements in the
lowermost stratosphere and residual circulation transit time calculations, Bönisch et al. [2011] suggested that
structural changes in the BDC occurred over the last decades, with an intensification of the shallow branch,
while the deep branch remained unchanged.
How structural changes in the residual circulation would modify AoA can be illustrated with the Lagrangian
random walk model used in this study. The Lagrangian model allows for a separation of the shallow and
deep branch, and the response to a hypothetical speed up of the shallow branch with associated increases
in the mixing fraction (given a constant mixing efficiency) are shown in Figure 13. The faster circulation in
the lower stratosphere causes decreases in AoA there, but above, AoA increases. This increase is due to aging
by mixing, which, as discussed above, results from an enhanced mixing mass flux in the lower stratosphere.
This simple experiment shows that despite the coupling of mixing and the residual circulation, mixing can
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act to either amplify or dampen residual circulation changes, depending on the relative location in the
atmosphere with respect to the circulation changes. The AoA changes due to a shallow branch enhance-
ment found in the Lagrangian model experiment are consistent with the findings by Bönisch et al. [2011]
and the AoA trend pattern in reanalysis data presented by Diallo et al. [2012].
Appendix A: Parameter Settings in the Lagrangian RandomWalkModel
The simple Lagrangian random walk model used in section 4.2 advects air parcels along trajectories that are
calculated from residual velocities. Two-way mixing is realized by exchanging a certain fraction of air parcels
between or within different groups, namely, the tropics (region of upwelling) and the extratropics (region
of downwelling). The air parcels are randomly selected according to an uniform distribution. The points
where this parcel exchange (= mixing) is performed are located on the intersections of trajectories with
selected isentropic levels. Several different parameters need to be chosen (1) Number of trajectories (Ntraj),
(2) Number of theta levels on which mixing is performed, (3) The fraction of air parcels that are exchanged
(mixing fraction 𝜇).
For the “base case”, we use monthly mean residual velocities to calculate 20 trajectories that are initialized at
the tropopause between 40 and 85◦N, and 20 mixing levels between 340 to 2000 K.
The fraction of mass exchange representing mixing within the extratropics and within the tropics is set to
0.25. The choice of the fraction of air exchange between the tropics and the extratropics (𝜇TrEx(z)) is antici-
pated to be based on physical principles. In particular, we assume that the net mass flux from the tropics to
the extratropics is proportional to the mixing mass flux, as suggested by the results of section 5. Thus,
𝜖 ×massfluxnet = massfluxmix (A1)
where 𝜖 is the mixing efficiency as defined in the TLP model. The net mass flux from the tropics to the




















assuming an increase of the massMT with height according toMT (z) = MT (zT )exp(−
z−zT
H
), whereMT (zT ) is
the mass at the tropical tropopause. The mixing mass flux in the Lagrangian model can be written as




wherem0 is the mass of one air parcel that travels along the trajectories, and N is the number of trajectories
that take part in the mixing process at level z. Δt is the time step of the Lagrangian model, here 5 days.













Given that the total mass at the tropical tropopause equals the mass of the air parcels that are located at this













Since mixing is performed on a finite number of height levels, 𝜇 needs to be scaled to represent mixing over
the entire layer it represents. Thus, the fraction of parcels mixed (exchanged) at level z is multiplied by the
mass within the entire layer divided by the mass at level z: 𝜇TrEx(Δz) = 𝜇TrEx(z) × N(Δz)∕N(z). This ensures
robust results with respect to the location and number of mixing levels. As shown in Table A1, global mean
age simulated with additional levels (37 instead of 20 used in the base case) differs by less than 1% from the
base case.
The tropical vertical velocity wT used here is the tropical mean (30
◦N/S) w̄∗ taken from the GCM data. The
mixing efficiency 𝜖 can be derived from the relation of AoA and RCTT in the GCM by using the TLP model
(see section 4.1). For the latitude band of 30◦N–30◦S, the TLP fit gives 𝜖 ≈ 0.3. This value gives good
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Table A1. Global Mean (GM) AoA, RCTTs, and Aging by Mix-
ing (in Years) as Simulated in the Lagrangian Random Walk
Model for the Base Case and Sensitivities to the Mixing Effi-
ciency 𝜖, the Number of Isentropic Mixing Levels, and the
Number of Trajectories Used
𝜖 Θ Level Ntraj
Base 0.4 0.2 37 10 40
GM RCTT 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.39 1.21
GM AoA 1.69 1.91 1.50 1.68 1.95 1.58
GM AMix 0.44 0.66 0.25 0.43 0.56 0.37
agreement between the Lagrangian calcula-
tions and the AoA profiles from the GCM (see
Figure 6). Calculations with modified values of 𝜖
show that AoA increases in the global mean for
higher 𝜖, as expected (see Table A1).
When using a different number of trajectories,
different global mean values of RCTTs are
obtained, as listed in Table A1. Applying mixing
in the same manner to those cases results in an
increase in global mean AoA in all cases, and
tropical and extratropical profiles show good
agreement (not shown). However, in the case of using 10 trajectories, AoA increases by 40% due to mixing,
while when using 40 trajectories the increase lies around 30%. The base case gave a 35% increase. Thus, the
simple Lagrangian model is somewhat sensitive to the choice of the trajectory set, and it should be regarded
as a conceptual model used to highlight different effects rather than a quantitative model.
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